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a b s t r a c t
We investigate the followingmodification of thewell-known irregularity strength of graphs.
Given a total weightingw of a graph G = (V , E)with elements of a set {1, 2, . . . , s}, denote
wtG(v) = ∑e3v w(e) + w(v) for each v ∈ V . The smallest s for which exists such a
weighting with wtG(u) 6= wtG(v) whenever u and v are distinct vertices of G is called
the total vertex irregularity strength of this graph, and is denoted by tvs(G). We prove that
tvs(G) ≤ 3dn/δe + 1 for each graph of order n and with minimum degree δ > 0.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let us consider a simple (without loops and multiple edges) undirected graph G = (V , E). By a total weighting of such a
graphwewill mean an assignmentw : E∪V → N of positive integers to the edges and vertices of G. Given such aweighting





is called the weighted degree of v. Moreover, the weighting w is called irregular if for each pair of different vertices their
weighted degrees are distinct. In [1] Bača et al. defined a new graph invariant, called the total vertex irregularity strength,
tvs(G), that is the smallest integer s such that there exists a total weighting of Gwith integers {1, 2, . . . , s}which is irregular.
This concept is a modification of a similar problem (where exclusively edges are weighted) and the parameter called the
irregularity strength of a graph, s(G), introduced in [2] and discussed e.g. in [3,4,6–8].
In [1] several bounds and exact values of tvs(G) were determined for different types of graphs (in particular for stars,
cliques and prisms). Among others, the authors proved that for every graph with n vertices, d n+δ(G)
∆(G)+1e ≤ tvs(G) ≤
n + ∆(G) − 2δ(G) + 1. In the case of r-regular graphs we therefore obtain d n+rr+1e ≤ tvs(G) ≤ n − r + 1. For graphs
with no component of order≤ 2 Bača et al. strengthened also these upper bounds, proving that tvs(G) ≤ n− 1−d n−2
∆(G)+1e.
These results were then improved in [8] for sparse graphs and for graphs with large minimum degree. In the latter case the
bounds tvs(G) < 32 n
δ(G) + 8 in general and tvs(G) < 8 nr + 3 for r-regular graphs were proved to hold.
The main aim of this paper is to improve all these known upper bounds by establishing a new one of the form tvs(G) ≤
3d n
δ(G)e + 1. Another advantage of our result is the simplicity of its proof.
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2. Main result
The proof below is based on an algorithm, whose inspiration one can find in [5].






Proof. Let us arbitrarily order the vertices of the graph G = (V , E) into a sequence v1, v2, . . . , vn. For a given vertex vi of
this sequence, its neighbours vj with j < i will be called the backward neighbours of vi, while an edge joining vi with its
backward neighbour will be called a backward edge of vi. Analogously we define the forward neighbours and edges of vi by
taking j > i instead of j < i. Denote λ = d n
δ
e (hence λδ ≥ n). Initially we assign weights λ+1 to all the edges and weights 1
to all the vertices of G. A desired weighting is going to be constructed in n steps, each corresponding to a consecutive vertex.
For this purpose we shall associate with each vertex vi two quantities, ϕ(vi), which will be the final weighted degree of a
given vertex and will not change once fixed, and s(vi), which will stand for a contemporary weighted degree of vi and may
change in each step of the algorithm. Thus initially s(vi) = (λ+ 1)dG(vi)+ 1 for each i and none of the values ϕ(vi) is fixed.
During the construction we will allow at most two modifications for each edge, where their weights will always remain
in the range {1, . . . , 3λ+ 1}. The weights of the vertices will be fixed at the end of the construction and will belong to the
set {1, . . . , λ+ 1}. To ensure that, in each, say ith, step we fix the value of ϕ(vi) (distinct from all the previously fixed ϕ(vj))
in such a way that
ϕ(vj)− λ ≤ s(vj) ≤ ϕ(vj). (1)
for j = 1, . . . , i.
Assume now that we are about to perform the ith step and that so far all our requirements have been fulfilled. We allow
ourselves to add any number from the set {0, . . . , λ} to theweight of any forward edge of vi (we do not have any constraints,
since these vertices have no fixed ϕ(vj)) and for any backward edge vjvi of vi, we admit adding to it any integer (from the
set {−λ, . . . , λ}) that will not spoil the inequality (1) for vj. In both cases we have exactly λ+ 1 (counting in the one by ‘‘0’’)
possiblemodifications per each incident edge of vi, hence in total at least λδ+1 > n potential weighted degrees for vi. Since
there are less than n vertices vj (j < i) with fixed ϕ(vj), we easily find for vi a weighted degree s∗ among the potential ones
such that s∗ 6= ϕ(vj) for j < i. Then we set ϕ(vi) = s∗ and perform these among the available additions and subtractions on
the edges after which the weighted degree of vi will be equal to s∗.
It is obvious that the condition (1) holds true during all the algorithm. It remains to comment on our requirement that in
each step every edge weight should belong to the set {1, . . . , 3λ + 1}. Note then that initially any given edge e has weight
λ+ 1. This can be modified only twice, once for e being a forward edge, when we possibly add a number from {0, . . . , λ} to
it, and second time for e being a backward edge, when it may be changed by some integer from the set {−λ, . . . , λ}.
Finally, after the last nth step, we add to theweight of every vertex vi (each equal to 1) the integer x = ϕ(vi)−s(vi), which
by (1) belongs to the set {0 . . . λ}. This way we assure that the final weight of every vertex belongs to the set {1 . . . λ + 1}.
Since all ϕ(vi) are distinct, this finishes the proof. 
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